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‘Best team’
looking after
Tauwhareparae
farms

7

Sustainable farming is
ticking all the boxes

Outstanding
legends of
the wine
industry

elcome to our Summer issue of
The Gisborne Herald’s ‘From
the Land’ — our local farming
publication.
In this issue we talk to Keven
Delegat about the massive operation
at Tauwhareparae Farms and how the
environment and farming work hand in
hand in their remote location. We find
out about the amazing achievements
that James and Annie Millton are
making in the national and international
wine scene and the story behind these
achievements.
If you know of an interesting story
that we can feature in a future issue
please don’t hesitate to contact me on

11

W

869 0654 or email me at cara.haines@
gisborneherald.co.nz. We also welcome
feedback and would love to hear from
you.
Cara Haines
Features Team Leader

Embracing
new
technology

12

‘Strip of the
season’
To advertise in our next issue of FROM THE LAND please phone Jane on 869 0617 .
Editorial by Diana Dobson unless otherwise stated, pictures by staff photographers unless
otherwise stated. Cover photo: Ewe and lambs at Tauwhareparae Farms by Liam Clayton
www.gisborneherald.co.nz

All Your Fencing Supplies
We have the biggest range of fencing
gear in the region
Timber: Rough-sawn, H3.2 or H4 treated for durability.
Largest range of posts in town.
Rounds, halves, quarters, strainers & poles.
Wire, netting, permanent wire strainers
• Nails • Staples • Bugle screws
• Gates and hardware and more

Biggest
benefit of
dry gear...
is in your
pocket

Come in and see me first for the best deal!

Main Road, Makaraka

Phone 867-7135
w w w. l a r s a w n . c o . n z

32249-01
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The top
two
inches
E

ither you control your mind or it
controls you.
In her brilliant book Mindset,
Harvard Professor Carole Dweck talks
about the choice between a closed mindset
and a growth mindset.
Some people believe their intelligence and
ability is fixed while others think they can
grow and develop. One is about endowment
(fixed) and one is about effort (growth).
Both are right of course.
So what do you think? What do you say
to yourself daily? Are you doing things on
autopilot or are you thinking before doing?
What mental state are you choosing to take?
Today, the major difference between
high-performance sportspeople and their
success comes down to their mental mindset
and how they handle pressure. Some rise to
the occasion and some fall.
Dr Ceri Evans, All Blacks
psychotherapist, talks about the privilege
of pressure and how it is an invitation and
opportunity to perform. Some people walk
towards pressure because they know they
will become better as the challenge presents
itself. This represents an entirely different
mindset from most who then remain
mediocre.
Mohammed Ali chose brain over brawn
when he used his “dope on a rope” strategy
with Sonny Liston in his Rumble in the
Jungle. He thought before he threw. Elvis
Presley, Ray Charles, The Beatles and

Michael Jordan were all told they had little
potential in their chosen fields. They chose
not to accept the fixed view on face value.
They chose a growth mindset instead,
knowing they could grow and be better.
The same can be said for farmers.
Things can either be seen as challenges or
opportunities.
Stressful situations like staff, succession
planning or schedule prices can be hard to
handle. These are the times you need to take
a step outside of the noise and look calmly
at what you can do, rather than what you
can’t.
Sometimes you need to go slow to go fast.
“Stepping outside” metaphorically,
physically or mentally gives you valuable
time to reflect on what is the best course of
action to take. Most of us don’t make our
best decisions in the heat of the moment.
We can say things we later regret or we
burn important bridges. We have to take the
time to think through all our options, where
often we might uncover more.
If you can tune out somewhere quiet, you
can usually work out what’s right.
“All of humanity's problems stem from
man's inability to sit quietly in a room
alone," wrote the French philosopher Blaise
Pascal.
This is when you can hear the signals
rather than the noise.
Psychologists have a technical term for
this and it’s called “pattern recognition”.

Situations and scenarios that keep
presenting themselves are trying to teach us
a lesson. If we pay attention and choose to
have an open mindset, we might learn what
these patterns have to say.
If you’re failing to get the right price for
your bulls, perhaps you haven’t worked out
what your bull buyers value most? Maybe
your competitors have cornered a specific
type of customer? If you can’t get consistent
crop yields, maybe your soil preparation or
contractor wasn’t as good as they need to
be? And if your pastures aren’t persistent
and your liveweight gains are lower, perhaps
your stock rotations or agronomic advice
needs to be better?
All of these patterns are telling and
teaching us something. We can choose to
do something with them or we can choose
to ignore them and carry on getting what
we’ve always got, which leads to the law of
diminishing returns.
As US baseball legend Vernon Law said;
“Experience is a hard teacher because she
gives the test first and the lesson afterward.”
The truth is we all know farming is where
we will all be continually tested. Whether
it’s Covid-19, climate or national freshwater
standards, it is the mindset we make and
take that will determine whether we prevail
and prosper in tough times.
True performance comes from the top
two inches. As I tell my children, it’s the
most important muscle. Either we control

St John Craner is managing director
of Agrarian, which teaches and
trains rural companies how to
improve their sales and marketing
results.
Head to www.agrarian.co.nz
for more information.

Phone 06 8685340

35290-01

WHEN IT COMES TO SERVICING YOUR
RURAL TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS,
WE HAVE IT COVERED.

our minds or they control us.
Which one will you and your farming
family choose?
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Tauwhareparae Farms General
Manager Keven Delegat.

‘Best team’
looking after
Tauwhareparae
farms

T

auwhareparae Farm general manager
Keven Delegat loves a challenge and
these days it is the environmental kind
that he is honing in on. It’s his watchful eye
that oversees the running of TFL which is
a melding of three stations — Puketawa,
Tamatea and Tauwhareparae — all run as a
single unit.
“People and environment is what we are
about,” he says. Situated 45kms inland from
Tolaga on the Tauwhareparae Road, the
three stations call for a can-do attitude from
all 14 employees.
One of the biggest challenges TFL
faces is the cost of production, given
the remoteness of the stations. “Getting
anything done, the climate, the remoteness
and retaining and attracting staff can be
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hard,” he says. “The road in, Tauwhareparae
Road, is very tough. We share it with
forestry these days. If you wind the clock
back 30-odd years, you could drive up there
in a common old car. No longer. The road
was not built with this in mind.”
It is nothing for him and his staff to have
no power or road access for a week at a
time. Each of the 10 houses at TFL has its
own generator. “My people are my biggest
asset,” says Keven. “We have the best team
up there, that’s for sure. They have resilience
and can handle living there.
“We have a very good safety record on
our farms with a focus on mental health and
wellbeing. It is something we constantly
watch and ensure our young managers and
the rest of the team feel supported.”
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Get in touch | www.farmersair.co.nz
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0800 68 60 60
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Tamatea manager Peter Wilson (left) and
Tauwhareparae Farm General Manager Keven Delegat
check the cows and calves at calf marking.

The water reticulation dam on the
Lowden Block at Puketawa Station.

Hoggets waiting for shearing on Puketawa Station.

Two of the managers are former Waipaoa
cadets, and while all receive a lot of mentoring,
training and guidance, they are also given
plenty of leeway to make their own decisions.
The third station manager worked with Keven
in the Rangitikei and has been key in helping
install farming systems and culture on TFL.
It is a very different environment for young
people entering farming these days.
“Our business has to attract and retain top
operators. There is a lot of technology that
comes into play and now there is also the
environmental side to consider.”
TFL has just commissioned farm
environmental plans for each of the stations, as
they seek to continually build on work already
undertaken and ensure they don’t just do the
minimum.

“We want to be seen as leaders in the
district,” says Keven.
The farms are owned by Gisborne Holdings
Limited, which in turn is owned 100 percent
by Gisborne District Council.
“GHL has a very difficult job because it
has one foot in the commercial sector and the
other in local government — it is a balancing
act.”
Sustainable farming is very important to
Keven, who has decades of experience on the
land, including 12 years managing multiplatform sheep and beef farming operations in
the Rangitikei district.
“We absolutely want to be farming without
detriment to our environment. Now the
environment and farming work hand in hand.
Up there we have new areas of subsiding

EARTHMOVING
EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT HIRE
HIRE

EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT HIRE

ground that will be better off retired and
planted in either indigenous or exotic trees.”
Implementing the farm environmental plans
will mean some change.
“You need to find the balance between
keeping production up but also be acutely
aware of our environmental responsibilities.”
Water quality is key for those at TFL. The
farms are home to the head waters for the
Mata and Mangumanu rivers underlining the
importance of that extra care.
“We have a responsibility in that we are
right at the beginning of that waterway,” says
Keven.
TFL maintains a substantial capital
and maintenance fencing programme, has
implemented a 30-metre set-back for new
pine planting, and continually monitors land

use in order to protect waterways. Over 75
percent of grazing land on Tauwhareparae
is served by reticulated water, comprising
230kms of water pipes to supply 480 troughs,
with further work budgeted to extend it.
But it is sheep and beef that drive these
three stations. While each is unique, they are
all run together.
Tamatea is where the early lambs come
from, starting in the last week of November
with between 1500-2500 heading out the gate
by the first week of December.
“We do push the envelope up there to seek
better returns,” says Keven.
The station also sells 6500 ewes as well as
700 head of pure Angus and Angus Hereford
cross which are sold as rising two-year-olds.
A lot is spent on getting decent bulls and the

ONE CONTRACTOR FOR ALL YOUR FENCING

Hill Country
Hill Country
Hire www.hillcountryhire.co.nz
FENCING & BULLDOZING

WALTON CONTRACTING LTD

Phone Haydon

021 223 4411
Phone Haydon 021 223 4411

EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT HIRE
WALTON
WALTON CONTRACTING
CONTRACTING LTD
LTD

WALTON CONTRACTING LTD

ONE CONTRACTOR FOR ALL YOUR FENCING

Hill Country

Phone
Phone Haydon
Haydon 021 223 4411

FENCING & BULLDOZING
NEW FENCING | REPAIR WORK

15575-01

NEW FENCING | REPAIR WORK
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Kale Cottle (Shepherd), Regan Pell (Shepherd), Jarrod Smith (Head Shepherd), Jake
Jones (Shepherd), Kristin Kirkpatrick (Primary ITO Training Advisor), Trent Boyd (Stock
Manager).

on financial performance against other farms
in the district and are consistently above
average.
There is around 1500ha of forestry on the
stations with more in protected managed
areas of old indigenous trees and regeneration.
Recent years have seen 100ha of manuka
planted to stabilise the ground and produce
a return from the honey. Some 700 hives are
usually spread across TFL each season.
“The new challenge for us all is achieving
more from less,” says Keven. “I do love the
environmental side of farming. I can see a
future where the environment and farming
can work so much better together. We have
that responsibility as guardians of the land to
make it work.”

A POTTED HISTORY

where they are reinvested back into the
local community.
• The Tauwhareparae Farms is just one
arm of the GHL operation. The others
include Gisborne Vehicle Testing Station,
a commercial property portfolio, and the
Waikanae Beach TOP 10 Holiday Park.

1884

Keven Delegat (General Manager Tauwhareparae Farms Ltd), Patrick Allen (Tauwhare
Manager), Peter Wilson (Tamatea Manager), Trent Boyd (Puketawa Manager).

Breeding
Better Business

team are rewarded by many repeat buyers.
Last season TFL sold 21,000 lambs to
Ovation with an average carcase weight of
18.95kg.
TFL runs around 9.5-10 stock units per
hectare, depending on the season, with
lambing at around 137 percent (ewes to ram).
“That is high for up there,” says Keven.
“Last year we had 34,000 lambs, with 8000
of those retained and the rest to market. We
are achieving excellent calving rates in cows
too. We scan every year and are in the low
to mid 90 percent range, as are our calving
yearling heifers. That’s something we have
been consistently achieving for the past four
seasons.”
All three stations are benchmarked annually

22,000ha is gifted by the Crown to
Gisborne Harbour Board
1890 The land is farmed by lessors until
1950s
1950s Gisborne Harbour Board begins
farming some of the land on its own
account
1980s All the endowment land is taken
back with about half of it sold,
leaving Port Gisborne with
11,500ha. Farm consulting company
Lewis & Wright are brought
in to supervise the farming and
development of the properties –
Lowden Hills, Puketawa Station,
Tamatea Station and Tauwhareparae
Station
1980s Cyclone Bola hits the farms hard
leading to pinus radiata forests
being planted in 1250ha of the
worst eroding areas through the
Government-subsidised forest
establishment scheme the East
Coast Forestry Project
2003 Gisborne District Council sells the
port to Eastland Community Trust
but retains ownership of the farms
under Gisborne Holdings Limited
(GHL)
2015 The council transfers ownership of
other commercial investments to
GHL

WHO IS GHL?
• Gisborne Holdings Limited is a Council
Controlled Trading Organisation wholly
owned by Gisborne District Council. It is
managed by an independent board of local
directors, with distributions generated by
GHL’s business interests paid to Council

Upcoming Matawhero Ram Sale dates

RamsSale
Saledates
dates
East Coast On Farm Ram

Matawhero Combined Ram
December 2020
Friday, 27th November

Ratanui Terminal Ram Sale, Tolaga Bay
Wednesday, 2nd December 2020

Mangahauhau Hampshire Ram Sale
Friday, 4th December 2020

Turiroa Onfarm Ram Sale, Wairoa
Thursday, 10th December 2020

RunanuiPoll
PollDorset
DorsetRam
RamSale
Sale
Te Ruanui
Friday 11th December 2020

Emma Pollitt
Genetics Specialist
027 597 5821

Jamie Hayward
Livestock Manager
027 434 7586

Mason Birrell
Livestock Representative
027 496 7253

Alex Chrisp
Livestock Representative
027 801 0104

Stephen Hickey
Livestock Representative
027 446 9969

Tony Holden
Livestock Representative
027 598 1538

Chris Hurlstone
Livestock Representative
027 598 6542

Peter McGrannachan
Livestock Representative
027 598 6530

Wally Moore
Livestock Representative
027 473 7455

Bob Morse
Livestock Representative
027 479 3278

Ian Rissetto
Livestock Representative
027 444 9347

Matthew Raleigh
Livestock Representative
027 849 1111

35156-01

fb.com/pgwgenetics
instagram.com/pgwgenetics

• Three stations
• 11,500ha total (5900ha considered
effective)
• 58,000 stock units (wintered)
• 1500ha forestry
• 600-1100m above sea level, averaging
around 650m
• 14 staff
• 10 houses
• 34,000 lambs born last season – 6800
retained as replacements, 21,000 sold to
Ovation last season with an average carcass
weight of 18.95kg and the remaining
sold on the store market at an average live
weight of 34kg
• Puketawa Station
• 2200ha (effective)
• 9600 Romney ewe flock
• 2800 replacement ewe hoggets
• 1100 Angus Hereford cross cattle
• 800 weaner cattle
• Tamatea Station
• 1500ha (effective)
• 6500 Romney ewes
• 1600 replacement ewe hoggets
• 700 Angus Hereford cross cattle
• 600 weaner cattle
• Tauwhareparae Station
• 2000ha (effective)
• 8500 Romney ewes
• 2400 replacement ewe hoggets
• 1000 Angus Hereford cross cattle
• 750 weaner cattle

ALL TRADES, ONE STOP SHOP.
ALL TRADES, ONE STOP SHOP.

Contact your local Livestock & Genetic Specialist.

fb.com/pgwlivestock
instagram.com/pgwlivestock

THE FARMS

Hybrid Livestreamed
Auctions

ALL TRADES,
ONE
STOP SHOP
Engineering / Machining / Construction
/ Mechanical
/ Hydraulics
Engineering / Machining / Construction / Mechanical / Hydraulics

Engineering / Machining / Construction / Mechanical / Hydraulic

0800 220 426
0800 220 426
www.mccannics.co.nz

0800 220 426
www.mccannics.co.nz

www.mccannics.co.nz
33899-01
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The Millton family
(from left) Sam and
Monique who are
following in the
footsteps of their
parents Annie and
James. Pictures supplied

Outstanding legends of the wine industry
Annie were made fellows of New Zealand
Winegrowers.
Awards are not something this couple
chase but they say it is special to be
recognised for their ongoing contribution
to biodynamics and the wine industry.
“We accept with great honour the likes
of the Sommelier Wine Awards,” says
Annie. “Sommeliers actually look at a
wine. I find in wine judging there is a lot
of sipping, spitting and not really tasting
or appreciating the depth of the wines. We
can’t be too critical of that judging but our
wines are made to be drunk and enjoyed
with food, rather than sitting on a table
with 1500 others.”
When they decided back in the 1980s to
grow vineyards following the practices of
Rudolf Steiner, people rolled their eyes and
shook their heads.
Fast forward to a new millennia and
the world is a completely different place
with people clambering for food and wine

2020
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Friday, 11th December 2020 at 1pm
110 Poll Dorset Rams & 50 Poll Texel X Rams • All rams are brucellosis accredited.
Please feel free to contact Craig to discuss your requirements and options.

Te Ruanui Poll Dorsets, Tiniroto Rd, PO Box 151, Gisborne.
P: 06 862 7703 / 021 216 5281 E: cybrownlie@gisborne.net.nz

Clothing, Footwear,
Accessories and more...
In Gisborne
exclusively at . . .
109 Main Rd, Makaraka • Ph 06 868 8479
www.eastoutdoors.co.nz

33771-01

Check out our website
www.eastoutdoors.co.nz

Livestock at your fingertips
35844-01

Tim Gardner 027 355 5001
timandsonia@gardnerlivestock.co.nz

35471-01

S

pend an hour or two with James and
Annie Millton and you walk away
inspired to learn more, read more and
appreciate the grounded things in life. You
want to dig your hands into the dirt, listen
to bird song and soak in the smells and
colours of nature.
The founders of Millton Vineyards &
Winery are trailblazers, applauded and
celebrated the world over for their wines,
their commitment to biodynamic and
organic practice and their willingness to
share that ethos.
In the past six months they have received
impressive accolades including recently
being awarded the Sir George Fistonich
Medal as outstanding legends of New
Zealand wine, the best overall wine of
the year and a gold medal for the 2017
chenin blanc at the Sommelier Wine
Awards (UK). The same wine scored 28th
in the Wine Enthusiast top 100 wines
in the world. Late last year, James and
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James Millton
has received
accolades the
world over for
his wine.
Honoured for
their incredible
contribution to
New Zealand
wine industry,
Annie & James
Millton receiving
the Sir George
Fistonich Medal as
outstanding legends
of the industry.

Sam Millton at work
in the winery.

unadulterated by chemicals and additives.
Such clean growing is at the very heart of
all they do at Millton Vineyards.
“Not having used herbicide, systemic
fungicide or soluble fertilisers, and nurtured
the ground with compost and biological
input, our plants have had to fend for
themselves,” says James. “As a result, we now
see ourselves as supplementing the ease of
the plant instead of fighting the disease.”
° is encourages the plant to produce
phenols in the sap to help defend against
the vagrancies of the environment, making
them stronger.
“When we harvest the fruit from these
plants, they have been nurtured by the
sap of the plant and as a result the wines
have got complex phenolics which have a

Emerre & Hathaway your rural
insurance specialists and proud
supporters of our rural
community.
Do you have the
right insurance
cover?
Call in and talk
to the friendly
team about your
insurance needs
today.

Specialist insurance expertise
and comprehensive cover for the
farm, business or household.
183 Carnarvon St, Gisborne. 4010
FREEPHONE: 0800 428 429
P: 06 867 9811 | F: 06 867 3963
E: office@ehinsurance.co.nz
www.ehinsurance.co.nz

TREAT HARVESTED RAINWATER
33772-01

Premium Instalment Options | Real People Honest Advice

WATER TANK SUPPLY

26807-01

Proud sponsors of our local
community.

sweetness to them. It is now considered that
these are the natural biological antioxidants
in the resulting wines — as opposed to the
chemical antioxidant sulphur dioxide.”
While that produces a wonderful
drinking wine, James says it goes even
further. “° e medicine may come to prove
that increasing your phenolic compounds in
your diet improves the circulation of your
blood, therefore bringing greater ease to
humans.”
It is knowledge and understanding that
has come from decades of study. “I love that
you are always learning something,” says
Annie.
Back in the 1980s, their original goal
was to grow and make good wine — it’s a
mantra they haven’t strayed from.

POOL FILTRATION & HOME WATER PURIFICATION

19 9 Grey St re e t, Gisb orne • ph 0 6 863 285 1
g i s b o r n e @ th i n k w ate r.c o.nz • w w w .thi nk w ate r.c o.nz
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As a young couple they headed to Europe to
learn from the old world vineyards. “We got
inspiration from going to the old world,” says
James.
It allowed their intuition to blossom and
they were inspired to delve deeper into the
world of wine.
“We were probably some of the first
young ones from New Zealand to go to
the old world to see what they were doing
and bringing that back to the new world,”
says Annie. “We were two very young and
open-minded people and we saw the likes of
Germany and other vineyards and what sort
of spray programmes they had. We came back
here and people like my father, who had never
grown grapes before, had a spray programme
produced for him by the chemical companies.
They were on drips from the start and knew
nothing else. When we came back we could
see the amount of chemicals used was only
feeding the chemical company’s pockets while
killing life on earth.”
Under their regime, Millton Vineyards
is alive with roses at the end of each row,
vines underplanted with garlic and other
companion plants, and free-range chooks
scratching around for goodness to dine on.
Vintages flow up and down but in a
challenging year, they are heartened to
taste what could be a stellar one. “2020 was
probably one out of the bag,” says Annie.
“It was exceptionally good but very difficult
because with Covid-19 there was no time for
enjoyment, just a lot of hard work.”
They started with 18 staff helping pick but
that quickly halved with lockdown, despite
the vineyard being recognised as an essential
service.
“It was such unknown times and that really
took the shine off the harvest but now we
have had time to sit back and look at the new
2020 wines. Some are quite spectacular.”
For the first time in some years, Millton
Vineyards & Winery will release a full family
of the Clos de Ste. Anne, named for Annie.
This vintage will see chardonnay, chenin,
viognier, pinot noir and a syrah bottled, all of
which come from Naboth’s Vineyard.
It is a very special label that only goes to
bottle when they feel the quality is high. It is a
decision made by James and Annie alongside
their cellar master Tim Overden. “Tim
gathers all the different components and then
we will look at them and make blends and put
wines together,” says Annie.
They shy away from the term winemaker,
preferring instead winegrowers. “The wines are
made in the vineyard. At the end of the day,
we are just picking, processing and the wines
then go into the barrel. We are not making
the wine. The way we have grown them makes
the wines and the flavours.”

None of the Millton Vineyards’ wines are
made to a recipe, so there is vintage variation
to the unfined wines. “You give the grapes
gentle guidance but what you start with is
what you get.”
It is key that as a wine estate, the grapes are
grown at the property and processed, bottled
and dispatched from the premises. Consumers
are becoming so much more aware of where
their wine and food comes from.
“There have always been three tiers in the
New Zealand wine industry,” says Annie, “the
big boys, the middle ones and the little guys.
They all need each other.”
This small family estate winery continues
to hold true to its heart, and it will continue
through the next generation. James and
Annie’s children have followed in their
footsteps but march to their own beat.
Monique and her partner Tim are growing
grapes biodynamically at 600m above sea level
in their Manon Farm in the Adelaide Hills,
while Sam has opened the very popular Siduri
Wine Bar in Gisborne.
“What a privilege it is for us that our
children are working in the same fields and
going to greater extremes,” says James. “They
were born with dirt under their fingernails —
you can study all over the world but unless
there is dirt under your nails you will never
get a true meaning of what it is to grow
something true. Before a wine can be great, it
first must be true.”
Manon Farm follows Millton Vineyards
& Winery in being dry-farmed, using no
irrigation. “Manon was heavily dependent
on irrigation when they bought it,” says
James. “With their green fingers and sheer
determination and enthusiasm, they have
taken away all the irrigation, put on compost
and other soil nutrients and have not irrigated
since. Every other vineyard in the region is
irrigated.”
Naturally, the young couple turn to the
masters to bounce ideas and for advice. “We
have moved from intuition to inspiration
and what we have learned in life we have
given back to the earth,” says James. “It is so
delightful to see that now inspiring the next
generation.”

A POTTED HISTORY
1871

Early settlers plant grapevines at
Manutuke
1960s John Clark — Annie’s father —
develops vineyards at Opou at
Manutuke
1978 James and Annie Millton head to
old world vineyards in France and
Germany
1984 Millton Vineyards & Winery
produces its first wines from vines on

Irrigation made easy
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the banks of the Te Arai River
1990s Millton Vineyards wines win
accolades at top international events
including gold at the International
Wine Challenge in London and the
International Organic Challenge
Fair
2004 Gold medals for Riesling and
chenin blanc at the San Francisco
Wine Fair
2008 Chenin blanc is named in Neil
Beckett’s “1001 wines to drink
before you die” list
2009 Millton Vineyards becomes one
of New Zealand’s first biodynamic
Demeter-certified wine producers
2009 James receives the Jon Manhire
Award for his outstanding
contribution to the organic sector
2012 James is made a Member of the
New Zealand Order of Merit
2013 James and Annie are New Zealand
Winegrowers’ Personalities of the
Year
2019 James and Annie are inducted
as Fellows of New Zealand
Winegrowers
2019 James receives a leadership award
from Gourmet Wine Magazine
(Aus)

2020

2020

2020

James and Annie Millton are
awarded the Sir George Fistonich
Medal as outstanding legends of
New Zealand wine
Millton Vineyards 2017 chenin
blanc is awarded best overall wine
of the year and a gold medal at the
Sommelier Wine Awards (UK)
The 2017 chenin blanc is picked as
No.28 in the Wine Enthusiast top
100 wines in the world

THE GOOD OIL
• New Zealand’s first organic and
biodynamic wine estate
• Three vineyards — Opou, Te Arai and Clos
de Ste. Anne at Manutuke
• 22 hectares
• All vineyards are dry-farmed
• No insecticide, herbicide, systemic
fungicide or soluble fertilisers are used
• James is a founding member of the
Renaissance des Appellations — an
international group of biodynamic
producers
• Millton Vineyards & Winery is part of The
Family of Twelve — 12 of New Zealand’s
most prestigious and enduring artisan
wineries

Mangahauhau
Hampshires
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Ram
Sale
33897-01
25676-01

•• All
All irrigation
irrigation requirements
requirements
•• Farm
water
reticulation
Farm water reticulation
•• Ultra-violet
Ultra-violet light
light and
and water
water treatment
treatment
• Supply and install solar pump systems

Monique Millton puts out the biodynamic preparation 500 at the vineyard.

Strong
hill
country
breed
rams

Friday 4 December 2020 at
12.00pm at Matawhero Saleyards
Phone Mark and Rose Candy 06 863 7255

35462-01
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Citrus industry training with The Limery

T

he Limery is creating opportunities in
horticulture and youth training in Wairoa
with the help of Provincial Development
Unit-funded project Te Rau Haumako.
The project involves a partnership between
Kopu Road lime grower and processor The
Limery, the Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment, Wairoa Young Achievers
Trust (WYAT) and its Mayors Taskforce for
Jobs contract — which has a focus on landbased initiatives — and Work and Income NZ.
The Limery was established in 2009
and now has 4000 lime trees, including
four varieties, on four hectares of land near
the mouth of the Wairoa River. Its facility
processes both whole fruit, including for other
orchards, and juice.
Co-owner Paul Hyslop has said their aim is
to be the largest grower of limes in the country.
In June last year it was announced that
The Limery would receive $355,000 from the
Provincial Growth Fund to support expansion
and employment growth.
The Limery orchard development superviser
Julia Howards said Te Rau Haumako would
offer an opportunity for students to gain
experience in the citrus industry.
“We want to provide local Wairoa students
the chance to get a hands-on feel for
alternative careers available within the food
production sector in the district.
“We hope this insight provides direction
for these students and ultimately, that we can
retain the skills acquired to better the local
economy.”
WYAT chair James Baty says the trust has
been working to make a positive difference
for the young people of the Wairoa district for
more than a decade.

TE RAU HAUMAKO: A new training programme in Wairoa will see 12 students gain experience in the citrus industry each year. Pictured in
the Limery orchard are, from left, Wairoa Young Achievers Trust MTFJ co-ordinator Sam Payne, WYAT chair James Baty, manager Denise
Eaglesome-Karekare, co-ordinator Gabby Wilson and The Limery orchard development superviser Julia Howard.

“We are actively involved in initiating
and collaborating on a range of projects to
support and strengthen individuals, groups and
agencies.
“Our support and continued collaboration

with The Limery brings numerous benefits to
our people, more specifically ‘our youth’.”
Mr Baty named this project Te Rau
Haumako, which means to bring a great
number of people together, to be at one with
the land and plants, leading to sustainable
prosperity for all.
The project will see Wairoa youth training
and working in the citrus industry. Three
students at a time will gain work experience
and training over 12 weeks, with a total of four
intakes or 12 students in total per year.
The work will involve picking, pruning,
processing, and food health and safety, in order
to provide a broad training in horticulture.
Students will be given career guidance
throughout the course and will be assisted to
find employment at the end of each intake.
WYAT manager Denise EaglesomeKarekare said, “We know that sustained
employment makes a real difference in the
lives of rangatahi who aren’t currently earning
or learning. It sets them on a path of longterm employment which will deliver benefits

for the entire community.”
Talking about the partnership with The
Limery, she said: “It is a prime example
of smart local people maximising the
opportunities that horticulture brings to
our region. What is more, the anticipated
sustainable growth of their business will see
more opportunities for people to enter this
growing employment market.
“Since opening The Limery in 2009,
Paul (Hyslop) and Dianne (Downey) have
brought new employment opportunities to the
district and facilitated growth in other citrus
businesses by providing a local place to process
their fruit.”
“We look forward to working with Paul,
Dianne and Julia on this exciting kaupapa,”
said Mrs Eaglesome-Karekare.
“This programme is well suited to youth
clients who show an interest in developing
their skills in the horticulture sector, by
providing them with valuable industry-based
training and work experience.”
— Wairoa Star

Rural fencing at its best

NO JOB TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
Fast, professional, reliable service and quality workmanship guaranteed

E. OFFICE@SHOR T C ONTRACTING.C O.NZ
33843-01

36040-01

Cont act Nick
t oday f or
mor e inf o and
a fr ee quo t e
06 867 8258
0274 889 765

Embracing new
technology
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U

sing online platforms to
promote and sell products is
nothing new but local Tim
Gardner has teamed up with five
other stock agents to make it work
for the farming community.
Cloud Yards is a collaboration
between Tim, Simon Hansen
(Hawke’s Bay), Christopher
Hansen (Manawatu), Ed Wallace
(Wairarapa), Shayne Rankin
(Wairarapa) and George Shannon
(Rangitikei).
It is an online livestock quoting
platform where farmers can buy
and sell stock without having
to wait for the weekly sales at
the yards. Images and videos are
uploaded, giving sellers far more
exposure and buyers easy access to
the market.
Cloud Yards was launched a year
ago and now has 1000 registered
farmers, most of whom are from
the North Island, with the team
now looking across the strait to
gain more traction in the South
Island.
“We wanted to give people a
different way to market stock
and give buyers and sellers more
options. For me to make 1000
phone calls would take quite some
time,” says Tim. “We all have our
own client bases so were able to get
to a good level relatively quickly
but we need to keep the hammer
down.”
They now have 10 more agents
who are using Cloud Yards for
their clients. Once the stock is sold,
the images stay online for up to a
week so people can see the prices

realised.
“During Covid-19 when the
saleyards were closed, it really came
into its own,” says Tim. “I won’t
say it saved the day, but it certainly
helped to keep things moving.”
He is quick to add it won’t
replace the face-to-face contact
between farmers and stock agents,
but instead is another tool for them
all to use.
“Our day-to-day work with
farmers is a huge part of what
we do — this is just another tool
to get more exposure on lines of
stock and sell to a bigger range of
farmers.”
While the idea initially wasn’t
welcomed by the more experienced
generation of farmers, it seems
they have now embraced the new
technology.
“The younger generation of
farmers coming through use the
platform quite frequently — it
is a way to see the latest market
updates with live quotes that are
easy to find.”
Cloud Yards is used
predominantly for sheep and cattle
but has featured deer and even
heading dogs and huntaways.
“It is working because we are
all motivated to make it work.
Who knows where it will go. It
has already gotten bigger than we
initially imagined.
“We are improving things all the
time and looking at how we can
give our clients a better service. We
are constantly listening to them
and what they want to see on the
Cloud Yards platform.”
Tim Gardner

GOAT BUYER
BUYING ALL GOATS - ALL YEAR ROUND
Contact Brian Hutchings.
Ph 022 069 5212 E briansplace1@hotmail.com

28937-01

Prompt pickup & payment. Experienced musterers can be arranged
33983-01
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‘Strip of the season’

T

he Farmers Air ‘strip of the season’ is
voted for by staff and management.
Criteria for nominations are efficiency
of use, maintenance and active hazard
management. This season’s winner is owned
by Jody and Annabel Hume and supports a
community of seven users. Taumata Station
airstrip is in the Tahunga Valley above the
golf course. They have an all-weather quarry
fines strip.
“It’s not sealed, but it’s certainly better
than grass,” says Jody. “In the last few days
(preceding November 11) we had 80mm of

rain but today (November 12) Sam Hood
was able to come and work off it”.
We asked Jody how improving the facility
has benefited users: “It allows us to make the
most from small windows of opportunity in
the weather. We can apply Nitrogen in that
critical phase
. . . if we hadn’t improved the strip that
topdressing might not be possible. It took
some time but as users we talked to other
farmers about the benefits of an all-weather
strip and Andrew (Hogarth) also came and
spoke to us as a group. On our own it would

If you love the land, then
make it your career.
Study Primary Industries.

have been harder to justify it but with
multiple users, improving the Airstrip
has made application easier for farmers,
cartage and Farmers Air.”
The Farmers Air team would like to
thank Jody, Annabel and the community
of users at Taumata.
Hazard Identification and
reporting
Hazards are any object, condition or
activity that have the potential to cause
harm, injury or inability to perform a
prescribed function — for Farmers Air
this means not being able to continue
efficiently applying product.
People working in a practical
environment like farming, trucking or
agricultural aviation are very good at
identifying tangible, physical hazards
then putting control measures in place or
removing the hazard in order to carry on
to getting the job done.
Conditional hazards can be harder
to identify and some are out of
everyone’s control; like the weather or
an international shortage of fertiliser.
Others might be so systematic that we
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Agriculture
Farming systems, vehicles and machinery,
breeding and livestock, agribusiness
and more.
Horticulture
Get qualified in fruit production, mahinga
kai, sustainable practices and general
horticulture. Our practical, hands-on
programmes take you from entry level
to Level 5 Diplomas.

Chief Nepe | National Certificate
in Horticulture (Advanced)
[Level 4] Graduate

Commercial Road Transport
The commercial road transport industry
needs people with Class 4 and/or Class 5
licences. Get your licence at EIT and drive
our commercial truck.

28453-01

eit.ac.nz | 0800 22 55 348
36039-01

Sam Hood operating at Taumata.
Photo by Shaun MCarthy

don’t think of them as hazards anymore;
are there living quarters near the airstrip
with working dogs present? Have you
got seasonal farm activities that won’t
appreciate the aircraft coming over the
ridge? Have you got new staff that aren’t
familiar with agricultural topdressing
operations? These are conditions
that could affect the continuation of
operations, but if we know about them
beforehand we can put some controls in
place to allow us to continue working.
There are three main ways our clients
can notify us of new or known hazards
1) when they map out their block on
Map My Farm, 2) when they order with
their fertiliser representative and 3)
when they ring our Operations Manager
to book a job.
In our next draw to win our ‘Smoko
on a Strip’ competition we are asking
our clients to think about hazards on
their Airstrip and/or farm. You don’t
have to be an airstrip owner to enter.
The questionnaire will be in our next
newsletter and it has a focus on hazard
identification and mapping technology.
If you have any questions please get in
touch 0800 68 60 60.
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Freshwater reforms
and wetlands
on, or restore, an existing or former natural
wetland); or a geothermal wetland; or
any area of improved pasture that, at the
commencement date, is dominated by (that
is more than 50 percent of) exotic pasture
species and is subject to temporary rainderived water pooling.
Under the NPS-FW, councils must
ensure the loss of natural inland wetlands
is avoided, their values are protected, and
their restoration is promoted, except in some
specific circumstances.
Councils must map, identify and maintain
an inventory of natural wetlands greater
than 0.05ha or those that contain threatened
species and monitor the condition of these
wetlands. The wetlands will be located
by councils using a variety of methods,
including aerial photography and from
details provided in farm environment plans.
The NES-FW outlines the rules for
activities in and around natural wetlands
including vegetation clearance, earthworks,
damming, diversion or discharge of water to
wetlands. These rules mean that if you are
doing any of these activities on your farm
in or around areas that could be considered
wetlands under the definitions above,
contact the council first to see whether you
can carry out the activity and whether you

need a resource consent.
Wetlands on your farm are providing
by Lilian Harley,
a number of services for you and for all
Allegrow Limited
of us, including providing water storage
and protection from floods, filtering of
contaminants and biodiversity benefits.
Wet, swampy areas that may or may not
meet the official definition of wetlands are
often areas where farm animals get bogged
down, lost and stuck, and fencing these areas
can be beneficial for the protection of stock.
Considering the importance of wetlands
and the rules that are now in place for their
protection, there may be some areas that
could be fenced off to protect the wetlands,
save stock and provide these ecosystem
services on your farm.

Trust is Us!
The Waipaoa Farm Cadet Training Trust
is located an hour’s drive inland from Gisborne, home
to 10 young cadets. It was originally established in
2007 as a Registered Charitable Trust by members of
a local discussion group who could see the dire need
for high quality skills training of young people to operate
in challenging hill country environments, while also
developing skills in agriculture business management.
Waipaoa’s training is based around the core values
of self-discipline, attitude and teamwork. Both practical
and theoretical components are integrated into their
programmes, with trainees studying toward National
Certificate Level 3 and 4 qualifications while experiencing
the annual farm cycle on Waipaoa Station first hand.
Cadets live-in full time, cared for and supported by two
full-time staff members, the General Manager, Robyn
Toon and the long term Cook and Pastoral Carer, Tina
Takarua. The quality farm staff of Waipaoa Station
are extremely passionate about teaching cadets and
passing on their knowledge gained through experience.
The newly appointed Waipaoa Station Manager Shaun
Littleworth brings with him an adept ability to motivate
and encourage young people. Cadets participate in
fencing, shearing and dog trial competitions locally,
in the Central Hawke’s Bay and at the Golden Shears.

trainingmanager@waipaoa.co.nz

Waipaoa Cadets

The rural isolation can be a challenge for young people,
especially given that there is no cellphone coverage, but
surprisingly the cadets adapt very quickly to enjoying life
with more traditional values. Team sports are encouraged
and many cadets play rugby, netball or hockey.
Interest in the training program is robust with 40
applicants for only five places each year. After two years
they enter the industry as seriously capable and skilled
young farmhands. Feedback from Employers is very
positive. Cadets that are trained at Waipaoa are wellrounded, motivated individuals who have an excellent
grounding in a wide range of skills. They are ‘Work
Ready’ and will add value to their employer’s business
from day one.
Recent World events have indicated the Agriculture
Industry is a vital component of the Nation’s economic
sustainability. Conjointly with the identified gap in the
Industry of skilled young people, it is imperative that we
succeed in ensuring our training program continues. We
are very dependent upon the goodwill of our sponsors.
It is only with their support and their investment in the
future of our young people that we can contribute to the
future of sustaining the farming industry with a skilled,
healthy and educated workforce.

PHONE: 06-862 1988

36037-01
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t is well recognised that wetlands are the
kidneys of our landscape and have the
ability to filter contaminants from the
water that flows through them.
Wetlands are also home to a number of
species of flora and fauna that are unique to
New Zealand.
With this in mind, wetlands have been
provided with a much higher level of
protection in the National Policy Statement
for Freshwater 2020 (NPS-FW) and the
National Environmental Standard for
Freshwater (NES-FW) 2020, that became
operational on September 3, 2020 as part of
the freshwater reforms.
Before we can consider this further, we
need to know what would be considered a
wetland under these rules.
Under the Resource Management
Act, a wetland includes permanently or
intermittently wet areas, shallow water, and
land water margins that support a natural
ecosystem of plants and animals that have
adapted to wet conditions.
Only natural wetlands are covered by
the NPS-FW and NES-FW, and these
regulations define a natural wetland as a
wetland (as defined above) that is not: a
wetland constructed by artificial means
(unless it was constructed to offset impacts
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Smart precision farming
is the way to go...
Farmer Fred scratched his head, he needs his crops to grow,
But there’s so much yet that he doesn’t know.
Disease, deficiencies and infestation,
too much sun, too much rain, low plant population.
Set in his ways he sticks to tradition
And accepts low yield without investigation,
Though he knows he needs to up his game
Or the results will always be the same.
Then one day he met Dragonfly
Who gave Farmer Fred an eye in the sky.
Discussions were had and decisions were made,
It was time for Fred to up the grade.
With a regular flight plan they both agreed to,
The paddocks were surveyed, pretty pictures taken too.
When processed, the images were shared
which identified where the issues occurred.
Supply and demand, the price of land, planting seeds and germination
Farmers have enough on their mind, they don’t want to worry about drone rules and regulations!
RGB, NIR and NDVI?
What is this eye in the sky?
The maps we provide give insight and solutions
So Farmer Fred can get on with his job without confusion or illusions.
Now Farmer Fred scratches his head as he looks at his accounts,
Less out for products and more in for crops had raised the amounts!
So, Farmer Fred is no longer stumped with this new plan in place,
He bobbles off to work each day with a smile upon his face.
The old plan is dumped, smart precision farming is the way to go
And Farmer Fred will tell you so!
— by Nikki Archdale

Want to win a free
drone survey?
Spot the Drone!

Enter to win a drone survey! All you have to do is guess which grid
number the drone is in and text your answer along with your name and
business name to 02102208639 or email to nikki@dragonﬂynz.co.nz
A

B

C

D

E
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Selecting and
rearing Friesian
bull calves

L

ast year was not a great year for
rearing Friesian bull calves. There
was an excessively high morbidity
(sick) rate and mortality (death) rate
which has resulted in higher than
expected losses on most farms.
Selection of calves is vitally
important when picking them as
very young calves at 4-7 days of age.
Hats off to those who actually go and
select their own calves every year and
don’t rely on other people to select
them. Only select those calves that are
healthy and don’t let the vendor “throw
in” a couple of sick calves for free.
For those buying 100kg calves,
the selection criteria is also very
important. Last year we have had a lot
of problems when clients have bought
from weaner calf fairs. One of the
main reasons for this is that thousands
of calves are brought to these fairs, and
they are sold by weight, as opposed
to by farm line. This results in having
calves that are under a lot of stress,
from being in a foreign environment,
mixed in with other calves that they
don’t have a social hierarchy with and
being exposed to different diseases
that they have never encountered
before. The reality with a weaner fair
is you could not design a more ideal
environment to spread disease from
animal to animal.
The stress of transportation is
another factor that is very often
overlooked. How calves are handled
post-transport is also very important.
The key thing to remember is that
they are still very young animals that
have only recently been weaned off
meal. They need high-quality feed (or

to be continued on meal for 1-2 weeks
post-arrival) in flat to easy paddocks.
They have probably never been on a
hill in their lives before so education
is a very important aspect that is
often missed out after they arrive on
farm. The reality is they don’t know
that there is more grass at the top of
the hill, let alone that the trough is
situated at the top of the paddock, or
what a dam is to drink out of.
Disease investigations from illthrifty calves have revealed that
diseases like Theileria are well down in
incidence from previous years. But we
are finding all sorts of issues around
trace elements when testing. In the
ideal world, animals will be tested to
find out if they have sufficient levels,
however, if this is not an option, then
supplementing before waiting to find
out you have an issue is better than
doing nothing at all.

by Dr Andrew Cribb,
East Coast Farm Vets

3
4

Competition is open to individuals aged 18 and over within the Gisborne region. One entry
per person. One winner will be randomly selected from all eligible correct entries received.
The prize will be a drone survey/prescription map showing management zones, up to 20Ha
within the Gisborne region (approx. value $1000). Closing date for entries is
18th December 2020. The winner will be contacted by the entry method used.
Terms & Conditions apply: see www.dragonflynz.co.nz for full details.

www.dragonfl ynz.co.nz

36036-01

Guaranteed effective animal health advice.
349 Childers Road (Cnr Childers Rd & Carnarvon St)
06 868 8616 • info@eastcoastfarmvets.co.nz

19780-01
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To promote your business in the next issue of From
the Land please contact Jane Smith on 869 0617 or
email: jane.smith@gisborneherald.co.nz
30846-01

